
Next two meetings

• Relation between 
neuroelectric 
activity in the brain 
and EEG on the 
scalp.

• Overview of EEG/
ERP methods and 
issues



COGNITIVE PROCESSING TAKES PLACE IN THE BRAIN
There are many different methods – strengths & weaknesses

 -  individuals with brain damage (neuropsychology)
 -  individuals with epilepsy (single unit, intracranial recordings)

 -  positron emission tomography (PET)
 -  functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
 -  optical imaging, near infra-red spectroscopy (NIRS)
 
  -  transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

 -  electrical recordings (EEG, EP, ERP, ERD)
 -  magnetoencephalogram (MEG)
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Neuroimaging Summary

• Brain activity = electrochemical signalling 
between groups of neurons.

• PET & fMRI track blood flow / oxygenation with 
good spatial resolution (mm) and poor temporal 
resolution (seconds)

• Optical imaging tracks blood flow / oxygenation 
with good spatial and temporal resolution

• EEG and MEG track changing electromagnetic 
fields generated as neurons signal with poor 
spatial resolution (best = cm, worst = unknown) 
and good temporal resolution (milliseconds).
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Matching measure to question

• We have lots of experimental measures ... 
which one do we use?

• Depends what you want to learn about

5







Battery voltage readings over time ... flat
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Battery voltage readings over time ... flat
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Human scalp voltage readings … not so

Figure 1. One of the first recordings of an electroencephalogram (EEG). Left panel: schematic 
illustration of the localization of lead plate electrodes: Right panel, upper trace: EEG of Hans 
Berger’s son Klaus (15 years). Right panel, lower trace: time marker, sine wave 10 Hz. From “U¨ 
ber das Elektrenkephalogramm des Menschen, 1. Mitteilung,” by H. Berger, 1929, Archiv fur 
Psychiatrie, 87, p. 553.

one of Berger’s recordings
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Signaling between neurons is the essence of brain activity and 
these interactions consist of current flow – the movement of 
charged ions – across cell membranes, such that the direction 
and magnitude of current flow in one neuron depends on the 
neurons it communicates with.

The net flow of current across the neural membrane generates 
an electric potential in the conductive media both inside and 
outside the cells.

It is this electric potential that forms the basis for the 
electrophysiological recordings made by electrodes inside or 
outside the brain.

NEURAL COMMUNICATION IS ELECTROCHEMICAL



Electric potentials are measured in Volts

Brain potentials range from 
millivolts (10-3V) measured in the 
brain tissue to microvolts (10-6V) 
measured at the scalp

A fresh flashlight battery 
is about 1.5 Volts

+-

voltmeter
(2 probes)

voltmeter
(also 2 probes)



Recall: Electricity and water analogy
• V = electrical potential (Volts) … “pressure”
• I = current (Amps) … “flow”
• R = resistance (Ohms) … “constriction”

h"p://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/electric/watcir.html



But what if there is no wire ... 
Na+ and Cl- ions in salt water?

12

Charged particles are free to move about 
the volume of the conducting material



Point source in volume conductor (infinite, homogeneous)
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Point source in volume conductor (infinite, homogeneous)

13

What is happening ...

• current = movement of charged particles

• radiating from source

What is measured ...

potential (“push”) in Volts

+-

Note:isopotential lines are
perpendicular to current 



Current and potentials in a volume conductor
• Direction: Current flow is 

conventionally from 
source (+) to sink (-) in 
volume conductors

• Speed: Fields propagate 
virtually instantaneously

• Intensity: More current 
generates bigger 
potentials

• Distance: Fields get 
smaller farther from the 
source

• Linearity: Potential fields 
generated separately by 
multiple sources and 
sinks simply add up each 
point in space

Dipole'=-paired-
current-source-

and-sink-



Neurons and the cortex

•Cortex

• layers

• folded

• pyramdial cells oriented 
perpendicular to the surface

•Pyramidal neurons
• excitatory

•  project axons to other areas of 
brain and spinal cord

•Stellate neurons: 
• inhibitory

• local projections



Electrogenesis of the EEG
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1. EPSPs: Excitatory (depolarizing) 
postsynaptic potentials

2. IPSPs: Inhibitory 
(hyperpolarizing) postsynaptic 
potentials

3. Integrated input exceeds 
neuron’s threshold and triggers 
action potential

4. Action potential propagates 
along the axon

5. Neurotransmitter released into 
where dendrites synapse on 
other neurons, opening ion 
channels in postsynaptic 
membrane.

6. Rinse, lather, repeat



Neuron as source/sink pair: dipole

18

solid arrows = current flow

dotted lines = isopotentials



Post-Synaptic Potentials (PSPs)
• When transmitter binds to receptor, ion 

channels open ions rush into/out of 
postsynaptic cell

• Excitatory Post-Synaptic Potentials 
(EPSPs)
current sink: positive ions flow into cell

• Inhibitory Post-Synaptic Potentials 
(IPSPs)
current source: negative ions flow into 

cell

• Field is approximately dipolar at 
distances large compared sink/
source separation



Potentials from multiple neurons add 
up (possibly to nothing)

20

+
- - -

+



To see the neurally generated potentials at the scalp, the neurons must:

(1)  be physically arranged so that their potentials add (open field) 
configuration; fields generated by parallel dipoles add up and can be 
seen at a distance; fields from non-parallel dipoles tend to cancel 
(closed fields) and are negligible at a distance.

(2)  be active in relative synchrony.

(3)for an ERP, be active in a consistent temporal relationship with the 
stimulus.

Action potentials generally make little or
no contribution to scalp EEG.

EEG likely reflects the summed PSPs
of large populations of pyramidal neurons. 



Mapping between sources and surface 
fields: Forward and inverse problem

22
Rey R. Ramírez (2008), Scholarpedia, 3(11):1733
www.scholarpedia.org/article/Source_localization



The forward problem

• Given a set of current sources and sinks in a volume conductor, 
what field will they generate at the surface

• Compare: what do 3, -6, and 7 add up to?

• Solution: Calculate the fields generated by each and add them up. 

• Tricky … volume conduction depends on the type of media and its 
shape: cerbrospinal fluid, skull, scalp, and air have different 
resistivities. White matter is anisotropic. Bone conducts poorly and 
air not at all for practical purposes. 

• But … possible in principle and approximations can be computed in 
practice. Structural MRI can provide geometry in real heads.
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Potentials generated by dipolar source in 3-compartment 
hexahedral finite element head model

brain
skullskin

-+

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Volume_conduction
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Potentials generated by dipolar source in 3-compartment 
hexahedral finite element head model

brain
skullskin

-+

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Volume_conduction

Note attentuation and 
“blurring” of potential 
field by skull at brain 
boundary
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Simulated dipole source with and without skull trepanation 
(surgical hole). Four tissue model: skin, skull, csf, brain

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Volume_conduction
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More detailed models differentiate gray matter, white matter, 
CSF, and their electrical properties, e.g., anisotropy.

csfskullskin

gray matter

white matter

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Volume_conduction



The inverse problem is a problem

• Given a pattern of potentials on the surface of a volume 
conductor, where are the current sources are generating 
it? 

• Compare: what numbers add up to make 7?
• No unique solution: In a volume conductor, e.g., head, 

different combinations of sources and sinks can give 
exactly the same potential at the surface. 

• Special case solutions of the inverse problem are 
possible if further constraints are added
– requiring the sources to be a small number of dipoles (BESA)
– forcing the location of the sources to be in plausible locations, 

e.g., visual cortex for visual response



Surface polarity depends on location and type of PSP
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tated in Figure 2.32. One reason may be that human
and monkey studies have seldom involved the same ex-
perimental tasks. A common procedure in human, but
not admal, studies has been t9 instruct the subject to
self-initiate saccades b!twe!tr two 6red targets.6e,trs
Convemely, although experiments on visuatly triggercd
ratler than selfinitiated saccade have revealed basic
mechanisms in motrkey,2e3 this procedure does not s!em
to have been used in human studies until rathe. rc-

Kurtzbery and Vaughatr's aim iD comparing the topo-
gaphical distributions of scalp potentials preceding s!lf-
initiated saccades with those preceding visually trigg!red
eye movement was to t!st the hypothesis that the frontal
eye field would be relatively more active with voluntary
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Flgure2.36
Peadoxicll Laterali?rtion ofth! R!adiness Potentisl kecedins MoyeDent ofthe To! or Foot
tbe leR primar) r Ml ) moror corkx coErrols Ue right sde offte bod), ard lhe rjghl primary
motor cortex controls the left side ofthe body. Prinary motor cortex for ihe fingeN is oriented
so that the surface negativit of left cort!x that prec!des movement of a right finger will
produc! a neganvity (readiness potential) over the left s!alp. Primary motor conex forrh! foor.
howev!r, is oriented so that surface negativit ofleft correx will Foduc! a negativity over rhe
/tall scalp, !ven thoush the source is ir left cortex. Compare with Figure 2.30 (From Boscherr
J. Baclen P. Wernberg H. Deecke l: Movemeor-related poreElials precedi ng 1oe pLaorarflex-
loo and dorsiierion. Hrrz N"wobol t98l.La7-9O.)

al.'a A promising suggestion was ofiered by Brunia.ffi
CitiDg Penfield and Jasper'st3,3 experimetrts otr electrical
stimulation of exposed human mrtex, he profrosed in-
lersubject variation in the Iocation ofhuman M1 cortex
for the foot as th! reason foi disagreement between dif-
lerent authors about the topographical distributiod ol
loe-movement potetrtials. A similar explanation-in
this case rhe intersubjed variabiliry ofvisual conex {Fig
1.168) - has been offered for rbe reponedly large iDter-
subject variations in the topogaphic distributiotrs ofthe
Ioveal pattem \aEP (s!e Ref 1988, Fie 5A).

Potentials Associated With Eve Moyemefis
Periods ofocular fixation are always rather shorr: sacca-
dic eye movements inteFene at ftequent intervals. Most

I three phenomena.tz3244''4s,306 Fig.ne 2.36

s that primary (M I ) cortex for the fingers is l(

ire lateral (i.e., outside) aspect of the contralatelal

isphere so that the surface n!gative* RP creat!se

, ootential distributed ov!r the contalateral heo

bi. Primarv motor cortex for the foot, however, l!
l - ,  
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Convemely, although experiments on visuatly triggercd
ratler than selfinitiated saccade have revealed basic
mechanisms in motrkey,2e3 this procedure does not s!em
to have been used in human studies until rathe. rc-

Kurtzbery and Vaughatr's aim iD comparing the topo-
gaphical distributions of scalp potentials preceding s!lf-
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In principle different sources may give the same 
surface field



Electrogenesis of the EEG



Requirements for seeing electrical activity at scalp

• Sufficient numbers (1000-10,000+) neurons with 
proper orientation (parallel)

• Firing synchronously
• With electric fields that sum rather than cancel  

(i.e., open field configuration neurons with dendritic trees all oriented 
on one side and axons on the other)



Aside: electrical vs. magnetic fields





MEG:
- no blurring from skull
- picks up tangential dipoles


